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Prerecorded video content in medical education has become more common. Increasingly

accessible technology coupled with the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent need for distanced

learning has greatly increased the interest in and need for high-quality video content. The use of

short educational videos to augment other teaching methods has been shown to improve

learners’ experiences, knowledge retention, and understanding of content. Multiple studies

have demonstrated that video education can be a highly effective tool for learning, particularly

for hard-to-visualize processes and for procedural education. Videos allow learners to view

content at their own pace and revisit materials on demand. In addition, well-designed videos

can be repurposed by educators, ultimately reducing time needed to create high-quality

educational content. Currently available technology allows educators to create high-quality

videos at minimal cost and with a modest investment of time. This article details practical

tips for creating high-yield educational videos. CHEST 2022; 161(3):764-772
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Relevant Literature Review
Videos and digital media have played an
increasingly important role in medical
education, and there is growing evidence that
thoughtfully produced videos are effective
teaching tools. Short educational videos,
which can be created by a stepwise approach
(Fig 1), have been shown to improve clinical
skill acquisition1,2 and to augment
observational learning, whereby the trainee
observes appropriate visuomotor behavior in
a specific context by observing the actions of
others and their outcomes.3 Extensive
literature in surgical education supports the
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use of videos to augment the traditional
apprenticeship model of procedural
training.4 Training in pulmonary and critical
care medicine shares, with surgical training,
the fact that trainees must become
competent at multiple procedures. Although
at times learners intentionally observe
experts to learn new information,
observational learning can also occur
unintentionally, with the risk of acquiring
bad habits. Videos create a controlled
learning environment in which the skills
demonstrated can be standardized. Such
videos can serve as both introductory
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Choose your topic

Identify learning objectives

Pick your software

Plan your video

Produce

Watch it

Make it available

Consider interactivity

Figure 1 – Summary of our approach to creating educational videos.
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Figure 2 – Dual-channel theory posits that multimedia learning is an
active process of selecting words and images attended to by the sensory
memory. Information from the sensory memory is subsequently pro-
cessed by two channels (auditory and visual). Each channel has finite
capacity, but can be used simultaneously. The working memory orga-
nizes these sounds and images and integrates them together and with
prior knowledge from long-term memory; this is then encoded into long-
term memory. (Adapted from Mayer15 and Thomson et al.18)
training, for novice learners before initial simulation
training, and just-in-time training, for learners to
quickly review before completing a procedure on a
clinical rotation. Studies indicate that the use of videos
in addition to traditional teaching materials improves
performance and decreases procedure time.5,6

Procedural learning theories emphasize the importance
of watching procedures as part of training.7 Videos allow
learners to watch procedures repeatedly, at their own
pace, whenever they find it helpful.

Videos lend themselves to pulmonary and critical care
medicine training, not only for their benefits in
procedural training, but also because critical care
medicine is a field in which health-care providers are
expected to manage high-risk, but low-frequency
medical conditions, where rapid just-in-time training is
likely to be helpful. One such condition is massive
variceal hemorrhage, necessitating the placement of an
esophageal tamponade catheter. One EM:RAP
(Emergency Medicine Reviews and Perspectives) video
on this topic, available on YouTube, has received more
than 47,000 views.8 In addition, the COVID-19
pandemic has highlighted the importance of
asynchronous and distance learning tools,9 especially in
the field of critical care medicine. Staffing overfilled
critical care units has sometimes required the provision
of just-in-time training to non-critical care-trained
providers.10 In addition to augmenting procedural
learning, videos have been shown to improve
chestjournal.org
understanding of complex cognitive concepts.11 High-
quality videos can also improve student satisfaction,1

which in turn improves content engagement, an
important factor for knowledge retention and
understanding. Learners have noted that videos are a
preferred educational format for the flexibility and
opportunity to self-manage learning.12 This medium
allows learners to control the speed and sequence of
information, which has been shown to improve content
comprehension.13 In summary, high-quality videos can
be used to augment educational experiences, facilitating
ease of interleaving (when a learner switches between
subjects or topics), as well as spaced repetition, both of
which are widely acknowledged as effective tools to
increase knowledge retention.14

Two overlapping educational theories are particularly
important to consider when developing educational
videos: dual-channel processing and cognitive load
theory. Multimedia content such as video is processed
by working memory using two different channels: audio
and visual. The dual-channel principle states that
humans can process visual and auditory/written
information simultaneously15 (Fig 2). However,
cognitive load theory states that each channel has a
limited capacity to process information,16 and when
incoming information exceeds that capacity, cognitive
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overload occurs and inhibits learning.17 A number of
strategies can be used in video creation to avoid
cognitive overload, while simultaneously taking
advantage of both the audio and visual working memory
to facilitate understanding and retention. Evidence
supports using static images when helpful, using concise
narration, using short annotations and captions, and
segmenting longer videos into smaller, discrete steps to
promote maximal effective use of the audio and visual
working memory pathways.18 It is important to avoid
distractions, for example, background noise, poor-
quality audio, and unnecessary images, as these all
contribute to extraneous cognitive load. Extraneous
cognitive load is created by material that requires
processing but is not the focus of the video. It therefore
reduces the processing capacity available for the relevant
information.16

Here we provide a theory-based approach to creating
educational videos that is practical for the busy educator.
Our suggestions are based on research in effective
teaching methods and adhere to the principles of
cognitive load theory to encourage student engagement
and promote active learning.14

Case Example
A trainee is planning to place a central venous catheter
in the internal jugular vein of a patient and you ask them
to evaluate the presence of lung sliding, using
ultrasound. The trainee mentions they don’t feel
confident evaluating for lung sliding on their own, as
they’re unsure what the absence of lung sliding would
look like. How could an educational video be made to
help fill this education gap?

Summary of Our Approach

1. Choose Your Topic

Ideal topics for videos are those that will not soon be
made obsolete. Consider topics that are taught regularly
and unlikely to change, such as human anatomy or
fundamental clinical principles. Topics that are likely to
change rapidly, including developing guidelines or
recent research findings, may not be worth the time
investment needed for video creation. Regardless of the
topic you choose, be sure to check that there isn’t already
a high-quality video available that suits your purposes.
In addition, to maximize the quality and lifetime of your
video, we recommend assembling a group of colleagues
(and potentially learners) to help you in the
development stage and during the peer review process.
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Lung ultrasound, specifically the appearance of lung
slide, is a good topic for a video because the information
is unlikely to become obsolete. However, it is worth
doing an online search to see if a suitable video already
exists on this topic.

2. Identify Specific Learning Objectives and a
Target Length

As with any educational curriculum it is best to identify
a few learning objectives. Creating successful learning
objectives is addressed elsewhere.19,20 We recommend
limiting the number of objectives to no more than five
per video. Keeping the learning objectives appropriately
narrow helps to reduce cognitive load on the learner,17

and focusing only on essential information increases the
video’s efficacy.21

Keeping learning objectives tightly focused also helps to
limit the video’s duration. This is important for
maximizing learner attention. Although there is some
disagreement about the ideal length of videos, most
studies agree that 5 to 20 min is appropriate, although
some have suggested that a 6- to 9-min video is the ideal
length to maximize learning gains while minimizing
inattention.21,22

For the lung slide video, learning objectives might be
that by the end of this video, the learner will be able to:

� recognize the pleural line on lung ultrasound;
� distinguish between the presence and absence of lung
slide; and

� list two causes for the absence of lung slide.

3. Pick Your Software

There is a wide range of at-home software and equipment
available for those interested in making videos. Although
there are numerous programs available with varying
levels of complexity, software falls into two major groups:
those programs that require you to record videos in a
single take, and those that allow the user to edit.

A single-take video created using simple technology
(even just a smartphone) can be effective,22 although
there are advantages to using more complex editing
equipment. General features of single-take software
vs software with editing capabilities are outlined in
Table 1, with features of specific programs listed in
Table 2. Program websites typically have helpful
instructions, often including videos on how to use their
software to make videos.

Of the sample videos provided, Video 1 was created with
free single-take software, whereas Video 2 was taken
[ 1 6 1 # 3 CHES T MA R C H 2 0 2 2 ]



TABLE 1 ] Two Categories of Video Creation Software

Feature Single-Take Software Software With Editing

Free versions available X X

Requires recording in a single take X .

Records screen and/or webcast X X

Can record for longer than 15 min Not typical X

Program watermark must be present on recording X .

Trim recordings X X

Record audio þ video simultaneously X X

Automated speech-to-text . X

Hide cursor or webcast . X

Add music or sound effects . X

Edit multiple audio tracks . X

Import videos/combine videos . X

Cut, copy, paste recorded sections . X

Add narration to existing videos . X

Blur sensitive information . X

Animate overlays and transitions . X

Zoom in/out of recorded material . X

Video overlays for picture-in-picture . X

Publish directly to websites (eg, YouTube, Google Classroom) X X

Add quizzes/feedback/other interactivity directly to video . X
with the camera on a smartphone. Although Video 2 has
a less professional appearance, with distracting wall
decorations that add extraneous cognitive load and an
ultrasound image that is difficult to see (Fig 3), the video
required almost no investment of time beyond finding
an ultrasound clip showing lung slide and writing the
summary on a whiteboard. Although not well suited for
complex concepts for just-in-time videos, this format
offers a quick and easy solution for simple concepts in
short video format.

4. Plan Your Video

Storyboarding: Writing out a script may feel
overwhelming at first; however, we recommend at least
some planning before recording a video. Planning can
range from a basic outline of talking points to a fully
scripted storyboard. The amount of planning required
before filming is related to how “high-stakes” this video
will be. How important is it that this video have high
production quality? This may reflect audience needs,
planned dissemination, or the author’s personal
development as a videographer. However, using a script
increases the efficiency of the presented material.

Our preferred method (when resources and time allow)
is to storyboard the video before recording. This involves
chestjournal.org
writing the script, word for word, in one column with
representative images or videos in a second column.
Figure 4 shows the storyboard used for the lung slide
Video 2. Dictation software can facilitate this process,
but this is the most time-intensive method of upfront
planning. Ultimately, storyboarding may be the most
efficient approach for durable educational material.23

Storyboarding results in a smoother production process,
enables development of more effective visual aids,
expedites audio recording, and helps with facilitating
rerecording in the future. Planning of visual aids also
allows easy review for copyrighted material that may
require permission for use. In addition, it allows for easy
peer review of the material before recording, which
affords you an opportunity to solidify key learning points,
ensure accurate information, and a logical progression of
content before putting in any production work.

For script language, it has been shown that a
conversational tone and informal communication
style, using the first-person perspective, results in
increased engagement and attention when compared
with a more formal presentation style.24 This is
different from written teaching resources, and we
recommend reading your script aloud before
recording. If making a written script sound
767
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TABLE 2 ] Sample of Video Production Software Available to Beginners

Program
Compatible Operating

System
Single-Take
Option? Description

Apple iMovie iOS, macOS No Editing capable. Free with purchase of Mac or iPad, a
“drag and drop”-based editing software. Features
include video trimming, split-screen, audio editing,
premade transitions, and image effects

Screencast-O-Matic Windows, iOS,
macOS

Yes Free version is the “single take” option that records
screen and/or webcast. You can trim the video but no
other editing is available. Monthly subscription
includes expanded features with a wide variety of
editing capabilities. Directly add text, shapes, or
overlays, splice recordings, video overlays, and
picture-in-picture

Filmora from
Wondershare

Windows, macOS Yes Editing capable. Free software, meant for beginners,
with a “drag and drop”-based editing software
interface. Features include video trimming, audio
editing, premade transitions, and video effects

FilmoraGo from
Wondershare

iOS, Android Yes Editing capable. Free phone app, with in-app
purchases, that allows you to shoot and edit videos
on the go. Excellent for filming on the go, particularly
for shorter videos that require minimal effects or
splicing

OpenShot Windows, macOS,
Linux

No Editing capable. Free open-source video editing tool
with “drag and drop” interface with basic video-
editing capabilities (resizing, trimming, scaling, and
rotation) with audio editing, watermarks, and
customizable title cards

Lightworks Windows, macOS,
Linux

No Editing capable. Free version available with basic
editing features. Simple interface aimed at
beginners, although some find the interface more
complicated than other options listed. Users can
easily trim video clips and edit audio, and it has some
preset video effects in the free version

Shotcut Windows, macOS,
Linux

No Editing capable. A free open-source video-editing
platform. “Drag and drop” editing that
accommodates multiple video and audio layers. Has
advanced tools available

Camtasia Windows, macOS Yes Editing capable. For-purchase video editing that allows
incorporation of quizzes, loops of content, editing of
audio and video, transitions, and simple animations

Aftereffects and
Premiere Pro

Windows, macOS No Editing capable. Available as part of Adobe Creative
Cloud—both are video-editing software used by
professionals for creation of videos. Significant
capabilities, but may be difficult to learn at first. As
part of Adobe Cloud, provides access to many
different stock photos

Playposit Windows, macOS,
Linux

No Editing capable. Works with videos as “overlay” to
“pause” videos to present participants with
questions, multiple choice, multiselect, and short
answer. Allows creation of video loops based on
answers from participants
conversational is a challenge, try dictating scripts
rather than typing them.

Creation of a storyboard allows attention to cognitive
load. The authors may focus discretely on both the
auditory and visual channels, to ensure that material is
complementary and not excessively duplicative. Authors
768 How I Do It
can easily weed out extraneous material, and make sure
that video content is segmented into chunks that make it
more digestible to the learner.25

If detailed storyboarding appears too much for your
planned video, at minimum create a basic outline of
talking points. This can help you adhere to the learning
[ 1 6 1 # 3 CHES T MA R C H 2 0 2 2 ]



Figure 3 – Video 2, taken with a smartphone camera, has extraneous
cognitive load with distracting wall decorations in the background, and
the ultrasound image is not clear.
objectives and present a linear, cohesive story. Scripts
can easily be incorporated into the notes of a
PowerPoint presentation to allow you to efficiently
Scene /

slide

1. intro Hello! I’m .... and we’re going to review lung slide o
lung, which is the normal appearance of the pleura
ultrasound.

2. It is this shimmer which appears when the two ple
surfaces are in apposition and move against each 
let’s briefly review lung ultrasound.

3. When performing lung ultrasound, the first structur
most proximal to the transducer is the soft tissues
chest wall. 

4. Below the chest wall tissues, we can see the pleur
very echogenic structure. That means is appears b
because the pleura reflects a lot of ultrasound wav

5. Here are two lung ultrasound images. Here we hav
shimmer of lung slide (cursor indicates this) and ov
lung slide is absent. We still have movement of the
but no shimmer of the pleural line. Now why might

6. There is no lung slide when the two pleural surface
moving over each other. This occurs either becaus
pleurodesis, which might be intentional or the resu
manipulation or pleural pathology. It also occurs w
pleural surfaces are separated either by a pleural e
by pneumothorax.

7. Summary So, to summarize, lung slide is the shimmering app
of the pleural line which occurs when the two layer
pleura are in apposition and moving over each oth
the absence of lung slide indicates that the two ple
surfaces are not moving over each other, either be
they are stuck together or because they are separa

Script

Lung Slide Video

Figure 4 – Example of storyboard for a short educational video about lung

chestjournal.org
present your material. A standard approach is to present
the learning objectives, review the main content, and
then summarize the learning objectives again to
conclude the video.

During planning, consider how you will adhere to all
relevant privacy and institutional rules, for both the
auditory and visual content. You must be careful not to
violate patient privacy regulations, for example, by
including patient data or identifiable images. Even if
patient images are not identifiable, you should adhere to
your facility rules about using patient images. For
example, you may be required to obtain signed patient
consent on a specific form. In addition, your institution
may have rules governing allowable online content.

Testing equipment: Although you do not need
professional-grade equipment, be sure that your video
will be of adequate quality. We recommend focusing on
r sliding
 on lung

Intro slide

ural
other. Now

Lung slide video (use cursor to show pleura line)

e we see
 of the

Add digital “transducer” to top of ultrasound
image

al line as a
right white
es.

Add arrow pointing to pleural surface

e the 
er here
 chest wall
 that be?

Video clips of no lung slide playing next to the
lung slide clip with appropriate words on them:
“lung slide” “no lung slide”

s are not
e of
lt of pleural
hen the
ffusion or

No lung slide video looping plus text “No lung
slide – pleura stuck together OR pneumothorax”

earance
s of the
er, whereas
ural

cause
ted.

Video clips of lung slide and no lung slide
looping with titles above them “Lung slide” and
“No lung slide” and text on them “shimmering
pleural line. Pleura moving over each other.” And
“No shimmer of pleural line. Pleura stuck or
separated.”

 Storyboard

Images

sliding on ultrasound.
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ensuring excellent audio quality and adequate lighting
that illuminates the speaker’s face. Guo et al22 have
demonstrated that poor-quality videos increase the
learner’s cognitive load and decrease learning gains. So,
test your equipment, before embarking on video
production. A 10-s test recording spoken at your
planned volume is invaluable at this step.

When recording audio on its own, recording on a
smartphone in a quiet room will generally produce
good-quality sound without the need for an additional,
expensive microphone. Otherwise, most video-editing
software has the option to record audio directly on your
computer (including free software versions). If you
have difficulty with background noise, you may
consider recording inside a closed vehicle with radio
and A/C off or inside a walk-in closet, as this typically
reduces echo. Just be sure that, when recording audio,
the location has minimal distracting, background
noises.

5. Consider Adding Activities

Watching videos can be a passive experience and some
learners may find it difficult to remain attentive.
Providing opportunities for interaction can facilitate
cognitive engagement and improve the learning
process.26 It has been shown that higher levels of
interactivity are associated with more time on-task, which
correlates with improved knowledge outcomes.27,28

However, you can have too much of a good thing.
Excessive demands for learners to interact will exceed
the capacity of working memory and degrade the
learning.29 Consider adding one interactive element every
5 to 10 min to maintain attention and promote
participation.

There are several ways to achieve this, depending on the
software you are using. The simplest approach is to
include questions with a pause while the question is
Figure 5 – Slides used in Video 1 are simple with
short annotations and arrows that signal learners
where to focus their concentration. A, The focus is
on the soft tissues. B, The focus is on the pleural line.

Soft tissues

A

T
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showing on the screen, to allow learners time to answer.
It is also easy to incorporate a QR code that directs
learners to complementary materials, such as an online
quiz or a shared editable webpage, where they can
submit answers to questions. Alternatively, you could
direct learners to complete a “scavenger hunt” for
various things from the video, for example, by providing
the timestamp at which certain concepts, words, or
images are shown.

There are more advanced ways to incorporate activities,
ones that require the use of specific software (see Table 1
for some example software programs). Some software
allows provision of feedback to questions and can direct
learners to different components of the video, based on
their correct/incorrect answers. Others allow
asynchronous learners to answer polling questions
(either multiple choice or short answer) and to see the
answers from prior participants. Some programs allow
individuals to select “hotspots” on the screen that can be
used for multiple choice questions or to advance to a
new section of the video.

The lung slide videos, at only 2 min long, are short
enough that they do not need to include any activities to
keep learners engaged.

6. Produce

Create/assemble/review your images: Given the tenets
of dual channel processing, the images shown when
teaching are as important as the words being spoken.
However, that does not mean that the images need to be
complicated; in fact, a simple image or still can illustrate
your point as effectively as a complicated video. If you
are using a recorded video, for example, of a procedure,
consider pausing the recording at suitable time points
and adding arrows pointing to the item you are
discussing, especially if it might not be obvious to the
learner. It is more effective to show a complementary
ransducer Transducer

Soft tissues

B

Pleural line
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image with voiceover than to show prose and have the
narrator read it.17

Many educators have already put a lot of time and effort
into teaching presentations, and these slides can be
adapted for video use. Simple images with arrows and
short annotations are more effective than complicated
animations or long sentences, as the latter will create
extraneous cognitive load and inhibit learning.17 Video 1
demonstrates how simple slides with minimal
annotations can be used to effectively signal the learner
where on the screen to concentrate (Fig 5).

Annotations should be placed close to the corresponding
part of the image to reduce the need to look around the
screen, and should be timed to appear simultaneously
with the relevant narration.17 It is ideal to use a 24-point
font or larger for all text. Alternatives to PowerPoint
illustrations include taking photographs, software
programs specifically for creating illustrations, and
diagrams drawn by hand, for example, using a stylus and
touch screen, a drawing tablet, a smart pen, or a smart
notebook.

When choosing your images, do not use copyrighted
images without following the appropriate guidelines for
their reproduction. A summary of fair use laws for
copyrighted images is beyond the scope of this review.
Instead, create your own figures and images, or use free
stock images that are in the public domain. Such images
are available at sites such as Creative Commons (https://
creativecommons.org) or Pixabay (https://pixabay.com).

You may find at this step that some of your images don’t
fit the script, or don’t create the desired effect. If so,
change one or the other to best convey the desired
learning objective.

Use the webcam appropriately: There is mixed evidence
on whether or not the instructor should be visible on the
video. Some suggest that having the narrator or
instructor be visible at the beginning or end of a video
can increase engagement, by creating a connection and
familiarity between the audience and the instructor.
However, others have found that a “talking head” adds
distraction and results in lower retention.18,30 Video 1
demonstrates how having the speaker on camera can
contribute to extraneous cognitive load, and reduce the
efficacy of an educational video. Single-take recording
usually only allows a choice of webcam on or off for the
entire video, and in these cases, we prefer not to include
the speaker in the video. As in Video 1, watching the
speaker does not typically convey additional
chestjournal.org
information, and may distract the learner’s eyes from the
material of interest, whereas narration accompanied by
images takes advantage of both the auditory and visual
channels in a complementary manner without the
extraneous cognitive load required to process the image
of the speaker’s face.27 However, talking directly to your
audience before starting the main content, for example,
during the introduction, can help to create a positive
learning environment that can lead to increased
engagement.22 If you are recording with software that
allows editing, the webcam can be selectively turned on
during summaries and turned off when there is more
detailed visual information viewable.

7. Watch It

Although you may have reviewed your video in bits and
pieces as you’ve edited it, be sure towatch thefinal product
as a whole before sharing it. We also recommend having a
trusted colleague and/or learner review the video before
sharing it widely. Theymay notice important content that
you overlooked and/or may reassure you that details that
you find unbearable are not readily apparent to the
audience (eg, that the image isn’t exactlywhat youwanted,
or that you stammered).

8. Make the Video Available for Learners

There are several ways to make videos available to
learners. Sometimes videos can be emailed to learners,
but often they are too large, and so you will need to
upload it to a website and then point learners to that
website. There are a number of options available for
video sharing that are simple and free. Online file-
sharing websites, such as Google Drive or DropBox, can
serve this purpose, or you can upload your video to a
video-streaming website or app. Video-streaming
services typically allow you to choose to keep your video
private, which gives you some control over who views it,
or make it public. Alternatively, you may wish to
develop a website for your videos or use a website owned
by your institution, if that is a possibility. Some
institutional simulation centers host education videos.
Case Conclusion
After quickly making Video 2 and getting feedback that
learners were still unsure about the appearance of the
absence of lung slide, you developed Video 1, a 2-min
video, and shared it with your resident team, as well as
subsequent trainees. All of the program’s residents were
able to use this video as a just-in-time review and as part
of their critical care curriculum.
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